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The Walknan compctitication sf a sqce X is one generated from a certain base of 
closed sets. If the compact Hausdorff space Y possesses a ba e of sets which axe the closures 
of their own interiors, it is called regular Wallman, and is the Wallman compactification of
each of its dense subspaces, We construct a space Y that is not regular Wallman. This ans- 
wers a question of ET. Steiner. 
. 
0. Introduction 
In [3], Rink generalized Waillman’s construction to obtain a Zausdurrff 
compactification for any completely regular space. It is stilt not known 
whether every compactification of a completely regulalr space can b(: ob- 
tained~ in this way. A compact .Hausdorff space Y is called WaZb72an if’ it is 
the W&man compactificati~n of each of its dense subspaces. If Y has a 
base of ,closed sets, each one of which is the closure of its own interior, 
closed under finite intersections and unions, then Y is WalIman and is in 
ed q~t&r FV&nan. We construct a compact Hausdorff space ? 
without such a base, but we do not know whether I’ is Watlman, though 
strongly suspecting not. 
59 
out, alI spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. Let N be a 4lec- 
ed s&sets of the space X. N is sair?l to be a UO~DU! base I.%V 3 
for the closed sets of X and 
(1) N is closed under finite intersection and union 
(2) If A is closed, x 4 A, there is D SE N with x E D, 6) n A = $!L 
(3)IfA,BERr,AnB=Q),therearc!C,IDENwithAnC=Bn~=(b 
ndCuD=X, 
y that q G N is an uZ!rafiZter if’ the irmtersection f finitely l~any 
cnts of q is non*:mpty, and if q is; maximal among all subsets of N 
this property. Let w(X$ N) be the space. of all ultrafilters, with closed 
nerated by sets of the form A’ =: (4 E c:I(XJ’V): A ,E q ) for each 
(X,/v) is a com.pact Hausdorff space, and X can be kmbedded as a 
dense subspace by the map cpix) = {A: x E A ) * w(X, IV), or any space 
omorphic to it, is called a Wizllmavr compuc~iflcaum of X. 
Y will. be the Wallman r,:ompaetitkat!on f everydense subspaet: if 
there is a collection M of closed sets of Y with th& pkperties (1) and (21 
and such that eaich. D E AI is the closure of its own interior. Eq if we let 
= CSInX:lp~,HJ,then(~nX)n(EnX)-Q) irnpJ~e&EMLE=fb 
for any dense subspace .X. Hence Y will be homeqmorphic to wr(_&N)_ 
Sueh a base is cafied a I~&IU- ,Wu&zutr M,: and Y is called re@+kr 
~&uo?. The definitioia iis due to Steiner [Q J , whcr showed t&at a wide 
spIices are regukr WaUman, Mere we cronstruct a co&pact I&us- ’ 
that is not rzgular Wallman. 
2. The space Y 
Our space will be a closed (hence compact) subset of IK c vvkere I is 
the 80~8 interval [O,E 1 and K = (22’“‘f. a 
We shalt have coordinates x(cu] for each a < K. For tact-1 ~t,fl< K, each 
aB E (0, II 4 and each y <‘H 1 lit y(et, fl, a, b, Y) be a t:oordinate. There are 
sti# Al’ coordinates, Let Ur ‘i)e the set of coordinates. Our space Y GQn,sists 
of anaps from J to I, resTricted by 
is restrktion holils for each Q, /3 G K, o, b E (0, I), 7 < .#, .
CIaim 1. Any collecticm of painvise disjoint open subsets of Y is at! nzos~ 
cmiwable. 
Proof. Let {S, : a <Z H l ) be a ccllection of spen sets. We can assume 
that each 0, is of the form 
whiere S is finite, Z, is a coordinate for each s E S, and a, and b, are ra- 
tional. If 0, is of the farm r:bove, we say that CIo, “mentions” z, . Each 
0, mentions only finitely many coordinates. So for some n E 0, there 
is At c N, with IA, 1 = H 1 such that 6 E A 1 implies that 0, mentions 
precisely n coordinates. kr same HI 4 n, therti s& C, .4r with iA2 1 = 
H l such that bi E ,a2 implies that 0, mentions no coordinates of the krm 
x(a). 
If for some uncountable subset A3 of AZ 3 some coordinate z, and 
6 f A 3 implies that 0, mentions z, then we rest&t our attention to A 3. 
CHherwise there is an uncounaabk A3 C A2 such that if h,~ E & ) then 
Ox and’b)cl do not mention the same coordinate. This process can be 
repeated at most JI times, until we hawe an uncountable set A C, A2 such 
that each coordinate is mentioned either by ;rll 0,) 1E E A, or else by at 
most one.. As the ratilonals are countable, thc!re is an uncountable B E A 
such that if z is-mentioned by all 0,) & E B, it is .mentioned with the 
same restriction j(z) E (a, b). 
Next we can 5nd 0, and an infinite subset 3r of B such that whenever 
x(a) is mentioned by 0, and ori& by O,, then for 3% E T, y(a, f3, a, b, 7) 
or y@, a, a, b, 7) are not ~~8i~n~d by 0z6 and only by O,, for any fl, 4, 
b, rti 0, mentions crlrly C-HI y-co&ii-rates. Hence there is h E T such 
that far e~e-ry y(rl_, p, a, b, r) mentioned by 0, wither X(Q) norx(ga) is 
mentioned by’& and snly by 0,. 
0, and 0, are non-empty, and neither contain restrictions which con- 
4ict with each otkr, so 0, f? Ok 7t 8. This proves the claim. I3 
NOW suppose that Iv is a reguiar W:&nan base for Y. For each a < K 
there is a nan-empty I+:, E IV such that ) E Da implies fl.x(a)) > if. 
Let 
SCY = inf{flx(cu)): f E D,): 
For each a < K and each n e U, there is a basic open set 0: g .D, such 
that fG (z implies f(x(a)) < s, + 1 fn. Each q mentions aP most finitely 
many x((3)%. We say that X(Q) “mentions” x(p) if for some n, 0: merrtions 
.x(/3), ~(6, 6, a, 6, y), or y(p, 6, a, I,, y) for some 6, Q, b, y* Each ~(4 IQHT- 
tions at most countably many x(/?)‘s. 
The Erdos-Rado theorem on partitions [21 states the following: 
if 1p is a map from the 2-elemerrt subsets of (2&)* to L.L), there is m 5 (a9 
A G (2k)’ with IAl = h+ such that g(at, p) = m for ah cu,flf A, pr # & 
CUBI 2. mere & A C_ K with IAl = (2*0)+ such that if ot,@E A, th~?Wjx) 
does not mr;?ntion x(p). 
Proof. Define 9 from the 24ement subsets of K to 2 by q({ar, PI.) = (t if 
either of x(a) or x(fi) mentions the other, and q((a,P]) = 1 otherwise. By 
the GU3s-Rade tkorem, p is constant with value i on the 24ement sub- 
ets fjf A, -whers A G K and iA; = (2’0)‘. 2 cannot k4, otherwise some 
x(a’i) would mentisn at least 3$ i x(&‘s. So i = 5, This proves the claim. 0 
hcaf. Suppose not. For each CW,~ E A there is m swch that 5, j > .m imphes 
n C$? = 8. ?This defines a map IP from the 24emcst subsets ofA to jw. 
ain by the Erdiis-Rado theorem, R is Constant on the 2-edemBnt sub- 
sets of El, where B C A and IBI = I%, . Then for ar,fl E B, O;,, n Og,+l = 0, 
contrgtdicting Claim I. This proves the claim. q 
of. Each G” and Uk mentions at most finitely many y(lu,, & a, b, 7)‘s. 
be mentioned by alone of f hem. For c:ach n letf, E Ut n U$ 
fh h, bY hnh@?)) = h, k, @(a, PI a, b, r)) =,j,,.and h,-(z) =f,(~) 
Define, ~~s,Oria))=a,g,Cv(ar,B,u, b, v))=& andg&) = 
rwise. Uz do;r?s not mention,x(@) ory(pI, & a, 6, r), so h, GZ U$ 
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